Cross Reporting in CT

RECOGNIZING ANIMAL CRUELTY & STEPS TO MAKING AN ANIMAL CRUELTY REPORT

PHYSICAL SIGNS OF ANIMAL CRUELTY

- Observed physical abuse by an owner, caretaker, or child
- Extremely thin animals
- Animals showing extreme fear of their owner
- Open wounds or multiple healed wounds
- Observed limping or can't walk or stand
- Observing a collar embedded in animals neck or so tight it is causing a wound
- Loss of hair, scaly skin, bumps or rashes
- Severely matted fur, overgrown nails, or filthy coat
- Heavy discharge from eyes or nose
- Visible signs of confusion or extreme drowsiness
- Flea, tick or other external parasite infestation

ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNS OF ANIMAL CRUELTY

- Animals living in filthy conditions (feces, garbage, broken glass, etc.)
- Kept outside (chained) for long periods of time without adequate food, water or shelter
- Regularly left alone for long periods of time without food or water
- Kept outside in inclement weather without access to adequate shelter
- Kept only in a crate and not let outside
- Home is overcrowded with animals in cages/kennels
- Kept in cages that are too small to allow them to stand or turn around

REMEMBER: when there are signs of child maltreatment or IPV in the home, pets should be considered at risk for animal cruelty

STEPS TO MAKING AN ANIMAL CRUELTY REPORT

- Contact your local Animal Control Officer (ACO). If you have reasonable suspicion to believe that an animal is suffering from harm, abuse or neglect, first contact your local Animal Control Officer. It is vital to make a verbal report for immediate action.

- File an electronic DCF 736 form at https://portal.ct.gov/DCF/CHILD-ABUSE-AND-ANIMAL-CRUELTY/HOME. This form will ask you for details: the owner's information, the animal's description, the nature and extent of harm to the animal, how you learned of the suspected cruelty, the suspected perpetrator, any reported previous history of animal cruelty, and your DCF contact information.

- Submit your report to AGRI.ANIMALCONTROL@CT.GOV within 48 hrs

WWW.HTTPS://PORTAL.CT.GOV/DCF/PAWSPORKIDS/HOME